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SECTION – A (10 × 1 = 10)

I. Fill in the blanks.

(i) _________ is a pattern making software.

(ii) _________ is used to modify the image.

(iii) The page icon appear at the bottom left

corner of the ________ .

2. Discuss in detai l  about  the Adobe

Photoshop and Paint Brush.

3. Briefly discuss about the Auto color

command in Photoshop.

4. Discuss in detail about the pattern making

and grading software used in Apparel

industry.

5. Write notes on :

(a) Resolution.

(b) Color cycle.

(c) Correction tool.

(d) Saturation command.
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(iv)_________ are collection of icons.

(v)Marquee tools is used for _________ .

(vi)_________ tool is used for selection and

layers within an image.

(vii)_________ tool creates a gradual blend

between multiple color.

(viii)Shades from the starting point to the

ending point in a circular pattern is named

as ________ .

(ix)Magnetic pen tool is used for ________

(x)Move tool is used for ________ .

II.State True (or) False :(5 × 1 = 5)

1.Paint brush is almost entirely mouse

driven.

2.In Paint brush insert text into a picture by

clicking outside the text frame.

3.To create an air brush effect, click custom

colors.

4.Adobe Photoshop-6 is one of the

powerful software for making fabric

materials, Textile designs etc.

5.Polygon larso tool is used for free hand

segments of a selection border.

6.Shades from the starting point to the

ending point in a straight line is names as

reflected gradient.

SECTION – B(5 × 3 = 15)

III.  Short note : Answer any FIVE.

1.The toolbox

2.Pixel

3.Color picker.

4.Paint brush.

5.Fill bucket.

6.Gradient tool.

7.Smuge tool.

SECTION – C(3 × 10 = 30)

IV. Answer any THREE questions.

1.Explain in detail about the color modes

and Basic elements of Photoshop.
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